
  

Murrayburn Primary School Home Learning 

Primary 5   Wednesday 6th  May 

Literacy Numeracy Other Tasks 

Spelling 

Choose an activity from the spelling grid in your 

pack to practise words with silent l, k and w, 

e.g. lamb, knit and write 

 

                           

Listening and Talking 

Act out different emotions, e.g. excited and 

disappointed, using facial expressions and 

different tone and volume of your voice.  

 

Reading 

Choose a traditional story/fairy-tale and 

share it with a family member. 

Look for settings, descriptions and phrases 

that could help inspire your own writing. 

 

 
Writing 

Last week you described a mythical 

creature. Over the next few weeks, you will 

write a story about it. 

This week create a setting and write an 

opening paragraph or sentence for your 

story. 

 

24 Game: 

You know the drill – make 24 using all 4 

numbers. Can you beat your parents? 

3 3 3 3   10  2  6  10   

 

13 8 6 6  12 13 2 5   

 

3  3 3 6   11 3 5 12 

  

Measures: 

Measure some parts of your body – it doesn’t 

matter of you don’t have a tape as long as you 

use the same measurement (e.g. finger 

lengths). Write them down in a table. 

Measures investigation: 

Using the measures from the activity above, 

see if you notice anything interesting in the 

numbers. For example is the distance around 

your head similar to another measurement? 

When you spot and idea, measure someone 

else and see if they are the same.  

STEM challenge. 

Using some toy cars, marbles or other things 

which roll, make an investigation to see which 

will roll the furthest along a ramp. Make 

predictions of what will roll furthest before you 

start, record your results ad check to see if your 

prediction was correct.  

 

Music 

Use the BBC bitesize website to find out 

about musical styles and cultures. You can 

find the useful part of the website at: 

www.tinyurl.com/murrayburn1 

 

PE 

Time to give Joe Wicks a rest – we want you 

P5 to create some exercise routines for each 

other. Design your own 5 minute exercise 

programme which makes you stretch and 

become out of breath. If you want make up a 

short movie of your exercise idea and tweet it. 

 

Social Studies  

May 8th is the 75th anniversary of V.E. day, it’s 

when the Second World War ended in Europe. 

Research to find out more about V.E. day and 

why it is important. Check out Newsround on 

the 8th as it may be reported on that. 

 

 
Art 

Design a bunting to celebrate V.E day. 

 

 

http://www.tinyurl.com/murrayburn1

